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Clock House Bells – Open For Business

M

any different ringing
ideas have started out
as pub discussions. “Clock
House Bells” is not one
of them. Back in the early
1980s I took John Dodd
for a ring on Martin and
Steve Hough’s miniring in
Liss. It was a cold February
morning and he was just
recovering from a bad bout
of flu. “They’re buckets”,
I told him. He thought I
meant they were not very
good. I meant they were
buckets! From that traumatic experience John decided he would like his own
ring of bells but something
that looked and sounded
like a “real” ring of bells.
Move forward to the mid
90s. Minirings were starting
to spring up everywhere
and John decided it was time seriously to start investigating
the possibility of having his own “proper” ring of bells. We
visited Eijsbouts and discussed casting and hanging a 1 cwt
ring of ten. Eijsbouts could cast the bells but had little idea
about the hanging and clappering so John decided it would
be prudent to go to an English bell foundry. With a 1 cwt
ring in mind, John designed a ringing room as part of his
new garage complex.
His original idea was to get all the bells cast as close as possible to the same size and weight to make construction of
wheels and other parts as simple as possible. He was talked
out of this idea by Andrew Craddock and was persuaded by
the late Gordon Halls to go for something a little heavier
with a properly graduated weight scale and a much more
substantial “tower” to accommodate them. Plans for an
extension to the garage complex, known officially as the
“outdoor utility room”, were submitted and passed. The
buildings inspector was most amused by the over-engineered
design. He couldn’t understand why John wanted foundations capable of supporting, as he put it, “a 14 storey block of
flats”. In 2000 and 2001, Taylors cast the ring of ten.
The plans were then put on hold for over 4 years while other
things took priority but in 2005 the building of the tower
restarted and the shell was completed the same year. From
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the outside it appears as a brick building but its strength
comes from the core construction of concrete blocks laid flat
the top 3 courses reinforced with stainless steel.
In 2006, with tremendous help from R & J Engineering of
Chandlers Ford, the frame and headstocks were completed.
In 2007 the frame was installed and the treble and tenor
hung.
In 2008 the pulley boxes and wheels, all constructed by John
himself, were completed, fitted and installed. During this
time, as soon as the front 6 were ready, they were the subject
of the tryout and first quarter peal – Plain Bob Doubles
on 15th August 2008. Shortly after this all ten bells were
installed. Although stays and sliders had not yet made an

appearance, several quarters were
rung on 6, 8 and 10 bells over
the next few weeks and it soon
became clear that the clappering
was not right. The sound levels
were very unbalanced and several
bells suffered from double clappering. Months of experimenting and
“tweaking” with occasional quarter
peals followed but to no avail.
Then, enter Matthew Higby. With
his experience over many years of
making little bells ring and clapper
like big bells, Matthew produced a
new set of clappers which immediately cured most of the sound problems. After a quarter of Cambridge
S Royal in June 2009, when several
of the ringers used earplugs, only
volume needed to be addressed.
This was done by fitting thin layers
of leather around the clappers.
At the same time John answered
another question that had been
under discussion for some time – to set the bells or not to set
the bells. Minirings don’t have stays and sliders. They would
make the bells too hard to ring. Also, some ringers have problems with small bells because they are set too finely. Broken
stays are a feature of these places. Not wanting to discourage visitors but not wanting to be forever replacing broken
stays, John came up with a novel and possibly unique setting
mechanism. The stay is traditional. The slider is replaced with
2 x 40mm box sections welded to a steel plate then positioned either side of the stay and bolted to the floor. A simple
bungee cord is fixed between the 2 box sections. The stay
engages with this and comes to rest gradually with no chance
of banging the stay too hard. As a bonus, this mechanism is
also completely silent.

The ‘Tower’
Winchester & Portsmouth Diocesan Guild
Awbridge, Hants, Clock House Bells
Fri Jul 24 2009 2:37 (2)
5021 Grandsire Caters
Comp. arr R LeMarechal from A M Tyler

Ringers of the first peal clockwise from front right – Harriet Dodd,
Matthew Higby, Andrew Dodd, Brian Woodruffe, John Colliss, Roy
LeMarechal, Barry Fry, Graham Wright, John Dodd, Martin Waldron

1 Harriet J Dodd
2 Matthew R T Higby
3 Andrew J Dodd
4 Brian J Woodruffe
5 John P Colliss
6 Roy LeMarechal (C)
7 Barry J Fry
8 Graham J Wright
9 John A Dodd
10 Martin K Waldron
First peal on the bells.
With everything now working properly and
the bells a pleasure to ring, the first peal was attempted and scored on Friday 24th July. John’s
daughter Harriet rang the treble to what was
only her second peal, a year after her first and
rather more traumatic attempt. It’s quite amazing how much difference a year makes when
you are still a long way from being a teenager.
There are still some jobs to do to make them
a really first class ring of bells and John, never
one to rest, is working on them. But, right
now, everything is working properly and the
tower is available (by arrangement) to visitors
for outings, etc. John is also very happy to talk
to anybody who might have similar ideas for
“garage extensions”. He may be contacted by
email at john@clockhouse10.freeserve.co.uk or
by phone on 01794 341279.
Roy LeMarechal
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William R Melville: 1872 – 1949

S

formidable Alfred H Pulling. Guildford was at that time in
the Winchester Diocese so William joined the Winchester
Diocesan Guild. He was clearly quick to take advantage of
the ringing opportunities which Guildford presented, and
his peal book records regular peals from 1919 onwards in the
standard methods of the day – Grandsire, Stedman, Plain
Bob, Double Norwich and Kent. Several of these peals were
rung on weeknight evenings on
the demanding 24-cwt eight at
Holy Trinity: after a day’s work in
the factory these must have been
taxing performances. In April
1922 he rang his 50th peal to
celebrate his 50th birthday.
William taught most of his family
to ring at Holy Trinity. Robert (Bob) was probably taught
around 1916 and rang his first
and only peal, Grandsire Triples
at Chiddingfold, on 26th December 1917. Months later he enlisted with the Black Watch (the
Melville family had their roots in
Fife, Scotland) and was killed in
action on 20th September 1918,
shortly before the end of the
war. This blow to the family was
compounded by the death soon
afterwards of Peggy aged 14, in
the great flu epidemic of 1919.
Emily was also taught to ring
around this time. The war had
depleted bands across the country and women started to fill the
gaps. It is said that Alf Pulling
did not approve of lady ringers,
but Emily was obviously made of
stern stuff and remained a member of the band until retirement.
The Melville family, taken in Guildford in 1918. In the front row are (L) William and (R) his wife
Emily, both born in 1872. Their children were (back row L to R) Peggy (b 1905), Robert (b 1900), She was not a regular peal-ringer,
but she did take part in a few
Millicent (b1902), and (front row centre) Jessie (b1909)
peals in the 1920s, including a
William and Emily were both born at Wooburn, Bucks and number of handbell peals.
married there in 1897. William was a blacksmith by trade
Of the two remaining children, Millicent learned to handle
and this took him to Tring, Herts, where he worked on the
a bell but left Guildford to take up nursing in Winchester.
Rothschild Estate. All four children were born in Tring. On Jessie learned to ring at Holy Trinity and rang her first peal,
the death of Lord Rothschild in 1915 the estate was broken Stedman Triples at Ranmore, in 1927 before leaving Guildup and the Melville family moved first to Haslemere, Surrey, ford for employment. She subsequently married Charles
then shortly afterwards to Guildford where William worked Kippin.
at Dennis Brothers, manufacturers (to this day) of fire enAlthough William’s entry into change-ringing had been
gines and other specialised vehicles.
relatively late in life he was clearly a quick learner, and with
William learned to ring at Wooburn where there was a callthe opportunities afforded by the progressive Holy Trinity
change band, but during his time at Tring the band there
band he was soon ringing peals of Surprise Major. Superlative
was taught change-ringing. He returned to Wooburn to ring in 1923 was followed in successive years by the remaining
his first peal on 2nd November 1912, Grandsire Triples,
standard Surprise methods, Cambridge, London and Bristol.
conducted by Richard Buckland. The tenor to this peal was
Thereafter new ground was being broken: Guildford (1926),
rung by Cecil Mayne, John Mayne’s father, who came from
first rung at Holy Trinity in 1913, St Blaise (1927), Surrey
Beaconsfield, not many miles away.
(1930) both the first peals in the methods, Norfolk (also
On moving to Guildford the family started attending Holy
1930) and Dublin (1931).
Trinity Church at the top of the High Street and William
For most of his time in Guildford William was steeplekeeper
joined the band there which was led by the talented but
at Holy Trinity. The bells were on plain bearings in those days
eptember 2009 sees the 60th anniversary of the death of
William R Melville, who joined the Winchester Diocesan
Guild in about 1916 and who was a member of the band at
Holy Trinity, Guildford from 1916 to 1937 and of Wonston
from his retirement in 1937 to his death in 1949. Not only
was he a noted ringer in his own right but he was also father
of a ringing family whose members are still active today.
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and William went up the tower weekly to oil round. A skilled
carpenter in his spare time, his lasting legacy to the tower was
the set of eight boxes, all of which were still in place on the
writer’s last visit.
William and Emily continued to live in Guildford until William’s retirement in 1937, by which time he had rung over
200 peals, mostly in the Guildford area, including almost
100 at Holy Trinity. (A footnote to the last one at Holy
Trinity notes it as being his 100th on the bells, but his peal
book actually records only 96). Of course, the creation of the
Guildford Diocese in 1928 meant that peals after that date
were mainly rung for the Guildford rather than the Winchester Guild. However, retirement in 1937 brought William and
Emily to King’s Worthy, near Winchester and so they became
resident members of the Winchester & Portsmouth Guild.
They both joined the local band at Wonston, cycling regularly the five miles on heavy, old-fashioned bicycles: few ringers
had cars in those days. William also rang regularly at Winchester Cathedral where he was addressed as ‘Mr Melville’.
He was told, however, that he could not join the (paid) band
there as he lived outside the City!
William’s bicycle also took him to practices further afield,
particularly to North Stoneham, and he was soon active
in peal-ringing in the Guild, scoring three peals there with
George Williams’ band before the end of 1937. Other peals
of note included the firsts on the bells at Barton Stacey,
Micheldever and King’s Somborne, all in 1938, and, perhaps

the most notable of all, the last peal at Holy Rood, Southampton, in 1939 some 18 months before its destruction in
the blitz of 1940. Peal ringing was interrupted by the war,
though a visit to Bournemouth in 1942 enabled William to
ring his first handbell peal for many years. After the war peal
ringing gradually picked up and William was able to score
another 20 or so before his sudden death in 1949, aged 77.
He rang 277 peals in total, of which some 150 or so were for
the Winchester and W&P Guilds. Emily, who subsequently
went to live with Jessie, died in 1966 aged 94.
There are now very few ringers alive who rang peals with William: Tom Page (originally from Titchfield, now of Aldershot)
and Jim Diserens (Wallingford) seem to be the only ones
still ringing. Others include Alice Reed (nee Scott) who is
now the last survivor of the Holy Rood peal, Nelia Leahy,
last heard of in the Newbury area and Roy Faithfull, living in
Cornwall. Others who have died fairly recently include Les
Tremeer, Reg and Harold Reed and John H Hunt.
William’s ringing career was unusual, learning change-ringing
as a mature adult and developing into a very competent
Surprise ringer after the age of 50. He rang his first peal when
he was 40: all but six of his peals were rung in the last three
decades of his life. I failed to be born early enough to ring a
peal with William by about six years: he is very high on my
list of ringers I wish I had rung a peal with but never did.
Chris Kippin

Active in Alderney
Ladies’ Guild Ring St Anne’s Bells

an opportunity to learn (if they couldn’t already) to ring hand
bells with the group. In 2002 Philippa arranged a re-union
for her HK pals at her home in Scotland. It was my reading
of their exploits in RW that made me realise I had a ringing
neighbour who was only ‘round the corner’ in Scottish terms
– a mere one hour drive away….but that is another story.
The ringing sun was shining over St Anne’s on Saturday July
18th as the HK re-union 2009 was underway and we made
stacks of hay! Arranged in our now standard one hour slots of
concentrated effort on a particular sticking point and again
making full use of the simulator’s ability to allow all day
ringing without upsetting the neighbours, we rang from 9am
till 6.30pm. Ranging from plain hunt through to general surprise minor, our visitors supported us in shifts. We were then
able to capitalise on our achievements by a 4 hour general
practice on Monday afternoon/evening. Starting our regular
practice session at 3pm and not concluding until 7.15pm was
a record even for us.
Highlights from the weekend: Donald discovering the plain
hunt rhythm, Paul developing ropesight, Keith improving
bell control while hunting, John hunting the treble impeccably to Little Bob, Pam’s extent (720 changes) of Cambridge
Minor, Ann’s 1/4 peal on the treble for minor (St Clement
and Plain). Philippa’s Stedman was a triumph (David Hilling
calling from the 5 and Jim Clatworthy ‘whipping us in’ from
the tenor the touch went like an express train and I was
delighted to be on board). We also rang Original, Norwich,
Hay Making, Alderney Style
Surfleet, London, Kent, masses and masses of plain hunt and
hilippa Arditti had lived in Hong Kong for very many
Grandsire; our visitors were tireless (or perhaps just afraid of
years and had been the ‘Social Secretary’ for the HK hand Peter).
bell group for most of that time. There being no tower bells
Our HK friends rang a superb 1/4 for evensong, a joy and an
in HK any ringer living, holidaying or just changing planes
in HK would be ‘adopted’ by the group, fed and then given education to listen to.

T

he Ladies’ Guild of Change Ringers was formed in 1912
at a time when ladies were only just being granted access
to bell ringing (and many other interesting leisure activities
the modern woman takes for granted).
The Guild draws it membership from all around the UK
& overseas. In 2009 the Annual Tour was to The Channel Islands. On Tuesday May 12th 42 members (with some
gentlemen friends) arrived on Alderney to ring the bells of
St Anne’s church. They had travelled from Devon, Somerset,
Kent, Norfolk, Cumbria, Hampshire & Essex.
It took 3 flights to get everyone over from Guernsey where
the group had spent the previous 3 days – bell-ringing and
sightseeing. The first 2 plane loads were met by the Alderney
ringers and were provided with refreshments and an opportunity to ring handbells pending the arrival of the final flight.
Once assembled the Ladies’ Guild members were delighted
with the wonderful tone and ‘go’ of the Alderney bells. Our
own band of bellringers joined them in ringing, enjoying the
opportunity to enhance their own skills.
A bus tour of the Island, more tea and cake, then back to
Guernsey. They were delighted with their visit to ‘The Cathedral of the Channel Islands’ with many planning a more
leisurely visit next time.
Helen McGregor

P
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Philippa produced a ringers’ tea for the brief Saturday
afternoon refreshment stop & supper for 18 every evening –
where did she find the time? There were of course impromptu
hand bells to round off each day
We look forward to entertaining the HK ringers again and
hope Philippa will make the re-unions annual as a 7 year gap
is far too long.
Helen M McGregor

T

I’ve not suddenly become hooked on church bells and am not
going to purchase a CD of Peals, but I do recommend grabbing the opportunity if it arises in your church.
Our thanks to the South Northamptonshire Society for enabling Alderney’s more experienced members the opportunity
to ring methods which our band is (as yet) unqualified to
perform and for the music to my ears.
Pam Pearson

“1000 And Not Out”

hat was a headline in the Ringing World issue 4823
recording the South Northamptonshire Society notching
up 1000 peals in June 2003. Exactly six years later 6 of those
Grandsire Cinques ringers graced our little Island of Alderney
to ring a Peal of more methods than our record book page
had space for. We were very pleased to welcome Andrew
Haseldine and his band. They not only took the trouble and
absorbed the travel cost to visit, but were generous in giving
up their short time here to ring with our members.
On a personal level it was a lesson in listening. I have been familiar with the bells of St Anne’s since childhood, but neither
understood the methods nor that it wasn’t perfect (no offence
team!). In the junior choir the treble service bell merely
signalled you were late and I still associate it with running.
Almost 50 years later and after 3 years learning I like to think
I can identify a line struck well. However, being part of a
band and listening from the outside are two entirely different
auditory scenarios.
The day of the Peal, being sunny, I found a quiet bench in
the churchyard to do the Telegraph crossword while I awaited
the visitors’ descent. I only heard the last 20 minutes, but
the uniform, continuous rhythm on the familiar tone of
the home bells, with that elusive 1st place gap we all forget
or struggle to leave, was enough to cause me to discard my
newspaper on the nearest grave and simply listen. All I can
say is, if you have never done this you may have denied yourself a magical experience.

O

Summer Meeting Alderney

n Saturday July 11th Alderney hosted the District Summer Meeting. Supported by members from Guernsey
and Jersey and friends from Reading and Edinburgh we
had a full days’ ringing with a very varied ‘diet’. Both Renee
Baptiste and Anne Fraser arrived on Friday so – in between
baking a lemon cake for the following afternoon - we spent a
most productive evening talking about Grandsire and revising
London.
All the homework paid off and so, on Saturday, the 14 ringers attending the meeting rang everything from 1st attempt
at rounds on 6 to London Surprise Minor. Implementing
the simulator we were able to make full use of the bells from
10am till 5.30pm, breaking only for lunch at The Harbour
Lights (see photo on back page) and a fifteen minute tea
break for cake & coffee in the belfry at 3.45pm.
Although the special method of Alderney TB Minor was not
attempted we did a lot of good work consolidating Grandsire
Doubles (plain courses and touches), treble bob and Cambridge. The touches of St Clements were fun and we enjoyed
brushing the cobwebs off London.
After supper a couple of hours of handbells rounded off a
very successful ringing day. Grateful thanks to Renee, Anne
& friends for joining us – next time we will be sure to attempt the Alderney TB Minor
Helen McGregor

Money For Old Rope

H

ow many towers have old ropes
lying around? Well worn, much
spliced, they are often saved “just in
case” long after new ropes have been
fitted. Over the years with 8 bells at
Goodworth Clatford and 6 at Upper
Clatford, our collection of old ropes
gathering dust had assumed monumental proportions and the time came
to do something constructive.
The ropes were cut off about six inches
from each end of the sally, the loose
ends were whipped and the sallies
washed. At the end of June 2009
with a Flower Festival taking place in
both churches (during which we had
both towers open and were flooded
out with visitors wanting to have a
go), our sallies were sold as draught
excluders! With each sally we included
a certificate saying “This sally came
from the rope used on the .... bell at

..... (church)”. This was followed
by a brief description of the bell
– its weight, its note, its size, its
bellfounder, and inscription. These
proved enormously popular, and
at £10 each we raised more than
enough for a new rope. The cut-off
rope lengths were not wasted either
- these were sold to gardeners as
they are ideal for tying up trees
and bushes!
With today’s economic climate and
the philosophy of recycling – we
can recommend it.
Christine Knights-Whittome
Goodworth Clatford and Upper Clatford
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Martin John Lance 1943 – 2009

M

artin, together with his wife Ann, started his ringing
career early in 1999 when the present band was formed
at St.Peter, Froxfield, in readiness for the millennium celebrations.
All of us feel a state of shock at the suddenness of Martin’s
death on the 18th May, which is a loss of a friend and a real
modern day character, while for Ann it is the sad loss of a
husband, and for Emma, James and Patrick a father. He was
66. Enthusiasm, energy, commitment and a zest for life were
the qualities that epitomise Martin. The way Ann and her
family have dealt with the circumstances of his death has our
profound admiration.
Martin was an enthusiastic ringer mainly at his local tower,
Froxfield. We all regarded him as a good team member. At
one period of time he worked on location near Amesbury
and joined their practice nights. He would also join the East
Meon practice from time to time. It became noticeable how
he was becoming really proficient in methods such as Grandsire, Plain Bob and even Stedman! His friends and colleagues
at Froxfield could only look on with awe!
Brigadier Tim Waugh, an old friend and colleague of Martin gave a resounding tribute to Martin at the Thanksgiving
Service and many of his words are repeated here. He said that

S

Launch of Girl Guiding’s Centenary

unday September 6th 2009 saw the launch of a hectic
year in Guiding, and Bere Forest Division, comprising
units from Hambledon, Denmead, Waterlooville, Portsdown,
and Purbrook, assembled at Fort Purbrook which overlooks
Portsmouth and the Solent. Approximately 300 ladies aged
between six and maturity took part in a day of high activity ,ably assisted by about a handful of men. The activities
included archery, duck races, African drumming, Morris
dancing and many more, but not bell ringing.
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we will always remember Martin as a character with a lovely
sense of humour especially in the presence of the ridiculous.
His enthusiasm was always infectious as was his larger than
life presence.
Martin had a military career of which anyone would feel
proud and throughout he was respected for his professionalism and his enthusiasm. He enjoyed his career and his tour
as Commanding Officer of the Ghurkha Signals and his
subsequent involvement in Ghurkha affairs was probably the
high point and very special to him. His career was varied and
challenging. Over the years he served in Borneo and Brunei
with Ghurkha Signals during the Indonesian Confrontation; as the Ghurkha troop commander in Nepal; as the
signal officer with the Scots Guards battalion in Germany;
as a brigade signal squadron commander in Germany; at the
Staff College Camberley as a member of the Directing Staff,
having been promoted to Lieutenant Colonel; and in Saudi
Arabia as the Defence Attache; all this was interspersed with
numerous tours in the Ministry of Defence in a wide range of
influential posts. He retired as a Brigadier.
But Martin’s service continued because he was a recognised
expert in the esoteric world of military data transfer both
in the United Kingdom and across the NATO Alliance and
also Afghanistan. In summary, it is difficult to express in a
few words his contribution to the British Army, the Ghurkha
Signals and the Royal Signals. Suffice to say his contribution
was immense and his legacy will live for many years to come.
After leaving the Army the choice of High Cross, Froxfield,
as his home was a happy one, especially his house The Slade
which gave him much peace of mind and happiness. He
enjoyed living there and joining in many local community
events. He was a member of the Parochial Church Council
and, as mentioned, the local band. He always preferred the
4th bell when ringing Bob Doubles! Many of his bell ringing
friends attended the Thanksgiving Service and had the honour of ringing in a sombre manner before the service and in a
proud ‘outpouring’ manner afterwards.
Martin will be sorely missed by us all, as a good friend, but
by none so much as Ann and Emma, James and Patrick, to
whom we all send our love and sincere condolences.
Jeremy Boyd-Wallis
In Memoriam
Froxfield, Hants. 26 May, 1260 Doubles (3m)
Valerie Williams 1, Teresa Brown 2, Maureen Routh 3,
Hugh Routh 4, Terry Collins (C) 5, John Fowler 6.
Rung to the memory of Brigadier Martin Lance, a member
of this tower.

However this was remedied by a band of Purbrook ringers, who, after the event had finished, rang a quarter peal of
Grandsire, Bob Doubles and April Day at St John’s, Purbrook. The band consisted of one ex-Girls Brigade member,
one ex-Guide, three Trefoil members, two of whom are
males, and young Ian who although no Guide, lives by their
standards.
It might be of mutual benefit for towers to make contact with
Guiding as there are potential recruits to be had.
Roy Grayson
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Alresford Major Surprises

A

week day funeral at St. John’s required bells and this necessitated raising the bells that morning. Arriving at the
tower at 9.30 all was not well signalling the start of several
days of surprises. The trap to the ringing chamber did not appear locked and on examination I realised that there had been
a break in – the padlock fixing had been smashed off. Raising
the trap in trepidation I found the handbell box wrenched off
the walls and the glass of the Millennium Ringing Certificate
broken on the floor. Nothing seemed to have been taken, not
even the quarter peal donation bag, however we later discovered that a two inch square plastic humidity meter worth
nothing was missing. Perhaps the perpetrators wanted to
measure how wet they were.
Luckily Alec Fry arrived very soon, as planned, to help raise
the bells. He managed to alert the police, Rector and the
church warden on his phone – mine has no signal in the
tower. The bells were left up at backstroke with plenty of
DANGER notices as we couldn’t lock the tower. The church
warden dealt with the Scenes of Crime Officer who arrived
later in the day. I had more important things to do namely
the usual Thursday morning practice at the Meonside Mini
Ring. I did however miss my usual bus and have to take the
car.
At the close of the funeral in the afternoon we rang some
good call changes while the mourners moved from the
church to the deceased’s house which adjoined the church
yard. A few days later the deceased’s daughter phoned to
thank us for ringing and to say how much the family enjoyed
the bells, especially the Friday night practices.
The day after the break-in the church maintenance man
arrived to replace the padlock fixing with a much more
substantial one and promised to re-fix the handbell box over
the weekend. The handbells were intact but the lock of the
box jammed.
The Friday practice was uneventful and the padlock fixing
seemed very satisfactory.
Saturday morning it was off to Old Alresford to get the bells
up for a wedding in the afternoon. With the task completed
we walked down the church path just in time to witness a
head on smash between a Range Rover and a small saloon
car. Fortunately no life threatening injuries were sustained.
We where able to help with phoning (it did work here) blankets, umbrellas, and a warning triangle from my car. With
in a short while the road was completely blocked with two
fire engines, ambulance, police cars, paramedic’s vehicle etc.
Thank goodness it didn’t happen at the wedding time. That
sorted I could go to the W&P guild AGM. No excitement
here but an excellent tea.
Sunday morning held no surprises apart from the fact that
by prior arrangement we rang at Old Alresford for the 9.30
service and not New Alresford.
On Sunday evening ringers from Twyford, Winchester,
Basingstoke, West Meon, Froxfield and Alresford met at St.
John’s to ring a quarter peal. This had been arranged as a
compliment to Bryce Fletcher celebrating his first Eucharist
service having been ordained the previous day.
As usual we closed the trap door before starting to ring as the
noise of the congregation entering the church can be distracting. On completion of a very nice quarter of Yorkshire Surprise Major we had another surprise! We found we couldn’t
lift the trap – the hasp had dropped over the loop effectively
imprisoning us courtesy of the new fixing. Trying to attract
the attention of anyone in the church proved a problem but

by taking the glass pane out of the small window looking into
the church and dropping a note ‘PLEASE HELP WE ARE
LOCKED IN THE BELFRY’ down to the church wardens
below our escape was effected. When we had all stopped
laughing we had time to ring a nice touch of Stedman Triples
and lower the bells.
Our experience last year of ringing for a wedding with a
belfry full of slightly angry bees seems quite unexciting compared with the events of the last few days.
Elizabeth Johnson

Taking a Back Seat

W

hile some of the older generation can retain their
former brilliance right to the end, others of us have to
take a back seat and allow members of the younger element
to pave the way for the future. This I find myself doing more
and more and it is probably a good thing as it is a chance for
others to take over the reins of responsibility.
It can be frustrating not to be able to do those things which
we could do only a few years before, but one thing that does
not diminish are the memories of happenings of years gone
by. With the Annual Meeting this year once again taking
place in the Andover District my memory was cast back to
my first ever AGM in 1947 on the Isle of Wight. Except for
the Solent crossing we cycled every mile of the journey having a puncture between Ryde and Newport thus missing the
ringing there but not the meeting.
The 1948 meeting was held in Andover where we hired a
marquee. It was another 14 years before the meeting returned
to us, this time at Whitchurch. Since then it has been twice
to Highclere and the same number of times to Goodworth
Clatford.
And there the memory fails me, were we missed again to host
only five AGMs in sixty years? The records are there somewhere. Only one in Andover? Somebody will probably correct me. I recall the Whitchurch meeting when I was put up
for Master against Ken Croft. Roger Savory was retiring but
then re-entered the arena. Ken tactfully withdrew and there
was a straight two way vote in which I polled more votes than
I had expected. Ken was elected three years later and served at
least two terms before returning to Lincolnshire.
The first Highclere meeting had Kingsclere’s new eight as the
star attraction in the evening and for the second one we went
out of the District to the two tens at Newbury and Thatcham. At the first meeting to be held at Goodworth Clatford I
was honoured to be elected a life member before my 50 years
of membership for services to the Guild.
And so the years have rolled by. I served six years as Central
Council Representative and as the junior it meant that I was
on my feet at the AGM most years to give the report of the
meeting. At Bournemouth I was on my feet again to make an
appeal for a grant to augment Highclere’s eight bells to ten.
It never happened; I would have had the spire down in the
process!
Now I reflect that I may be the only member still around
who attended that 1947 AGM on the island. It is still an
all day journey to get there. Who in their right mind would
attempt it on a push bike, especially one with only a single
gear? Yes I take a back seat now. The spirit is willing but the
flesh is not quite what it was!
Geoff Dodd
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Eversley Bells Surrounded By Scaffolding

F

or the last few months the tower and bells of St Mary’s
Eversley have been shrouded in scaffolding as the builders
have been at work re-pointing the brickwork on the top of
the tower and replacing the tower roof.

Surprise Minor practice to be cancelled, ringing continued
throughout the work.
The scaffolding is coming down at the beginning of August
and we can start the cleanup of all the brick dust and possibly
give the frame a new coat of paint.
Restoration to the tower consists of inter alia:The cost of this is approximately £87,000 Complete new roof
Merlons dismantled and rebuilt (the bricks on
these were dangerously loose)
New lightning conductor
New ‘silencing’ doors replacing the old ones
and painted so they cannot be noticed from
ground level.
New louvres where absolutely necessary.
Cast iron hopper restored and refitted to east
side of tower.
New flagpole
New trap door to the tower roof
Tower to be strapped to old vestry
Cutting out and replacing worn and damaged
bricks and generally re-pointing with lime
mortar where urgently required.

Whilst the scaffolding was in place the opportunity was taken
to replace some of the louvres in the bell chamber which had
rotted and to put new bird netting in place and some sound
control up in the form of openable doors on two sides of the
tower. A platform was erected just above the bells to enable
the builders to get at the louvres and apart from one scaffold
pole just getting in the way of a stay, which caused a special

£90,000. Any donations would be very gratefully received
and if cheques are involved they should be made payable to
Eversley PCC No. 2 Account and sent to - Mrs S Jackson,
Churchwarden, 10 Borderside, Yateley, Hants. GU46 6LJ.
Alan Barsby

Some Notables from the Past

A

lf Pulling of Guildford shouted a lot in his own tower,
Holy Trinity. I had good hearing then but could not really understand him. Fortunately he was not shouting at me!
George Williams of Brighton then North Stoneham knew me
well enough to call me Geoff but it was usually ‘young man’.
He could still shout when he was ninety.
George Pullinger of Bishopstoke frightened the life out of
the Burghclere band when visiting. I said “Leave me to do
the shouting George, don’t want you to frighten them all off
I need them for Sundays.” He accepted this, afterwards he
told me and another of my ringers “You have a good band
coming on but get rid of that old woman she will never make
a ringer”. My reply was that they all count and I need every
Sunday service ringer I can get. I said cheerio to my other
ringer then told George “That was his mother you were talking about”. Full of embarrassment he asked “Why didn’t you
tell me?” I replied that I hardly had a chance to – yes he told
his mother who proved George wrong as she went on to ring
a number of six bell peals and stayed with me to the end.
Bill Tucker lies alongside George Williams just outside North
Stoneham tower. I often wondered if it was his composition
I called there on the day of Princess Diana’s funeral, probably
not.
Frank Bennet and Keith Hart both rang in Brighton and
were both friends of George Williams but did not ring much
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together. Keith was at St Peter’s where I rang with him for a
Sunday morning service. He probably rang in the first peal
of Bristol Surprise Major that George Williams called at
St Peter’s. I rang in a touch of Grandsire Caters that Frank
Bennet called at the dedication of the new bells at St Mary’s,
Southampton.
I rang with George Martin at Caversham, he was one of the
main conductors on the first Great Adventure tour to Australia. Bill Linter of Fareham was another Great Adventure
veteran and officer of the Guild.
I never rang peals with those mentioned so far but to finish
I did ring peals with a few more not quite so ‘Oldies’. Fred
Rogers and Fred Burnett of Portsmouth; Eddie Rapley, West
Grinstead; Len Stilwell and George Gilbert. Alan Pink called
many of my early peals including my first of Cambridge
Major. Walter Judge, another leading Oxford Guild conductor, called my first peal of Stedman Triples at Great Tew and
it was with Stedman that he had the greatest influence on me.
But with peal ringing I owe my greatest debt to Charles Kippin with all those early peals of Surprise Royal at St Michael’s,
Southampton. He shaped me for the future, I have lots to be
grateful for.
Geoff Dodd
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Who, When, Where
and Why?

Answers at the foot of page 11

Notes from St Peter’s Belfry

S

t Peter’s Day 2009 was celebrated at St Peter’s Petersfield by eight bell ringers named
Peter attempting to ring a Peal.
The ringers came from all over
the country having answered an
advertisement in various ringing
publications. They had never
rung together before and several
had never met their fellow ringers until just before the attempt.
Everything was going well
for the first two hours, many
Petersfield residents were in the
Square having coffee enjoying
the sunshine and the ringing --then it all went wrong!
The ringers, needless to say,
were very disappointed and in
need of liquid refreshment. St
Peter’s Ringers enjoyed meeting
them and hearing about their
ringing exploits over afternoon
tea.
Royal Navy Honour Henry
On Saturday August 1st eight
ringers from The Royal Naval
Guild of Bell Ringers rang a
quarter peal at St Peter’s in honour of Henry Allingham, one of the last survivors of WW1,
who died at the grand age of 113 on July 18th.
Mr Allingham served with the Royal Naval Air Service joining in 1915, and became a founder member of the Royal Air
Force in April 1918 but he always considered himself a “naval
man” .
The occasion was made all the more poignant by the fact that
the composition was by a soldier in the trenches during the
First World War. Sgt Wakley was a bell ringer in his home
town of Burton-upon-Trent.

Anna Gawley John Pidgeon
Mavis Whitehead John Verity
Tim Wraight Diana Wraight
Mike Blissett Mark Robins - Guild Ringing Master
Method Rung :- Grandsire Triples 1260 changes
Composed by Sgt A.P. Wakely during service in WW1
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Up the Spiral Staircase

A

lthough ringing is my main hobby, it isn’t the only
one. I’m quite keen on amateur dramatics too. At one
meeting of the Chandlers Ford based Chameleon Theatre
Company in 2006, I was asked if I
wanted to audition for a film.
The audition wasn’t too
taxing as I think I was
the only one tested
for a part in a
“University of
the Third Age”
promotional
film. After
the film
was completed, I
suggested
to the
director
that she
might
consider
bell ringing to be
a suitable
subject for
a film. My
initial idea was
for a “fly on the
wall” documentary
about my local band,
Hursley, preparing for and
ringing in the National 12 Bell
Striking Competition. However, this
didn’t receive 100% support by the Hursley band and if it
meant just one ringer refusing to ring it could compromise
the band’s ability to enter the best possible team.
My next suggestion was a short video to promote ringing.
At least that would be consistent with my duties as Guild
Public Relations Officer. So I took Emma Golby-Kirk, the
film director, to one or two practice nights to show her what
ringing was about. For Emma, the key attraction in ringing
seemed to be the camaraderie amongst the ringers which is
perhaps not the aspect of ringing that most ringers would
identify as the number one attraction.
After an initial attempt of my own, Emma decided that she
would write the script for the video. As soon as the first
draft of the script had been produced we set about identifyong suitable locations and thinking about who could take
the various acting parts. I was keen that we give ringing an
image that would be attractive to youngsters. Most ringing
videos feature lots of old people which whilst being representative of the Exercise is unlikely to attract youngsters.
Our first decision was do we use (amateur) actors and teach
them how to ring or do we use ringers and hope that they
can act? We went for the latter approach but used actors
for the non-ringing parts. The practice at Bitterne Park was
frequently full of young people and with the permission of
tower captain, Mark Place, we held some auditions. The
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video is about Lucy who takes up ringing and casting that
role was a key to the success of the video.
After a lot of consideration, Becky Dunnett was asked to play
Lucy. Mark Place and Jo Pocock were cast in two
other major roles. Lucy’s parents were played
by a couple of talented actors from the
Chameleon Theatre Company (Julie
Bowring and Mike Morris).
Shooting started in the spring
of 2008. Becky and Jo, being
university students, had limited
availability because of revision,
exams and holidays. But
eventually shooting finished
in July 2008.
It takes a long, long time
to shoot a video. There’s
one scene where Lucy
gets bruised in her Karate class. The scene lasts
about 2 seconds on the
video but it took a whole
evening to rehearse and
shoot on location.
Film makers cheat. The exterior tower shots of the tower
are of Hursley. The spiral stairs
are of St Mary’s, Southampton
and the ringing and bell chamber
shots are of Bitterne Park. At least the
pub scene was genuine. It was shot, with
their permission, at the South Western Arms
in Southampton. The beer is really good there, by
the way. Hursley ringers, Barry and Christine Saunders
kindly allowed their kitchen to be used for the Lucy at home
shots.
Editing takes place after the shooting. This is a significant activity and actually took Emma several months (she has other
things to do as well as make videos for ringers). After what
seemed to be hundreds of man hours the video was finally
completed towards the end of 2008. You might think that
after all this effort something akin to Star Wars or Titanic had
been produced but the final result lasts just five minutes.
You can download a copy of Up The Spiral Staircase from the
Central Council website at
http://www.cccbr.org.uk/pr/pubs/up-the-spiral-staircase/
However, the files total about 340MB which is a lot and certainly not recommended if you are on dial-up. A copy of Up
The Spiral Staircase should have been received by your District Secretary by the time you read this. You are permitted
to make your own copies of the DVD and distribute them
freely. The only restriction is that you don’t edit the video or
remove the acknowledgements at the end. Copyright of the
video remains with myself and Emma Golby-Kirk.
I hope that you find Up The Sprial Staircase an effective aid
to recruitment of ringers.
Andrew Craddock - Guild Public Relations Officer
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Mid Monthly Meetings

A

t the time of writing there was one more Mid Monthly left this season. The above photograph shows six of our number
at ‘The Prince of Wales’, Shirrell Heath, eagerly awaiting the most important part of the day. Once again the meetings
have been well supported with typically 20-25 ringers and friends at lunch. I am grateful to all those who have organized
the days. If you are free for any of these meetings next year, they are held on the middle Wednesday from March to October,
please come along. You will be welcome whatever your ringing capabilities.
David Forder

Tower Email Contacts
oday it is common practice for those wishing to make
contact with a Tower Correspondent to visit the Guild
web site and send an email message where the facility exists.
Sadly less than half our ringing towers have such a contact. I
acknowledge that some correspondents neither have nor want
Internet access. However, where that is not the case I would
encourage them to make an email address available to the
site.
Some are concerned that the address will fall into the hands
of ‘spammers’ and that they will be inundated with rubbish.
Email address for web site use are not visible to anyone other
than the site administrators, Rosemary Oakeshott and myself.
Check the site yourself and see if you can find an email address anywhere.
So far this year around 300 emails have been successfully
sent via the site, there have been about 650 attempts at spam
none of which have got through. If you are a correspondent

and still nervous why not set up a free Hotmail, Yahoo! or
Googlemail address for your tower. This will both protect
further your personal address and be transferable in the event
that you are succeeded by someone else.
This year for the first time the Guild AGM material was sent
via email where it was possible saving both postage costs and
the General Secretary’s time.
If you would be prepared to make a contact address available
or would like any further information please click on ‘contact
us’ on any page of the site and let us know.
Rosemary Oakeshott & David Forder
Communications Committee
Answers to Quiz - Thanks to Joyce Croft
Back Row: Roger Balwin, Robert Crocker, Geoff Dodd, John Colliss,
Barry Fry, Tom Lock. Front Row: John Croft, Alison Surry (Regan), Roy
LeMarechal. 29th July 1990. North Stoneham. Peal of Grandsire Caters by
Hampshire ‘1000 - Pealers’.

T
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Channel Islands Summer Meeting
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